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FIBRE OPTIC AND COAXIAL CABLE GUIDING EQUIPMENT

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

This AFG90-2 is a twin roller frame set at 90º and has a radius 
of 470mm for maximum protection for the cables during pull-
ing. The AFG45s (not shown) are shorter and are set at 45º 
which can be used as chutes as well 

AFG90-1 for single cable up to 25mm Ø
AFG90-2        for two cables up to 25mm Ø
AFG45-1        for single cable up to 25mm Ø
AFG45-2        for two cables up to 25mm Ø

The CSR-101 shown are used between poles and support the cables prior to and dur-
ing lashing operations. There are also a double and a quad version available. 
C and J lashers are part of our system and are ordered on application. Please contact 
your supplier for comprehensive details. We provide a parts and maintenance service 
for these also. 

C2 Lasher Lashes single or bundled cables up to 46mm in Ø 
onto strand wire sizes from 6 - 10mm.

J2 Lasher Lashes single or bundled cables up to 76mm Ø 
onto strand wire sizes from 6 - 13mm

CSR-010 Catenary stringing roller for 1 cable
CSR-020 Catenary stringing roller for 2 cables
CSR-040 Catenary stringing roller for 4 cables.

This APBR-30  is a pole bracket that when clamped onto the pole is used to support 
guiding roller frames and chutes when pulling light fragile cables. 
As it is shown it is used to support the Fibre roller guide (below) as cables are 
pulled around deviations. 

APBR-30 Pole bracket for AFG90 with ratchet strap

The AVH-50 converts the bracket to an in-line horizontal support for the fibre roller 
guide and / or a support for the chute or 45º roller guide used at the beginning of a 
run when the cable is being pulled from the drum up into the guide for the start of the 
pull.

AVH-50 Adaptor for APBR-30 changes fixing arm Vertical to Horizontal
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AERIAL EQUIPMENT

CROSS ARM AND POLE ROLLER GUIDES AND STRINGING BLOCKS

ASRU-150
Clamp for use with the ASRU145-60 for 

square cross arms up to 150mmm 

ASRUR-150
Clamp for use with the ASRU145-60 for 
square cross arms up to 150mmm with 

ratchet

ASRU145-60
Mounted at 90 Deg  onto a pole using the 
ratchet strap mounting bracket. 

ASRU145-60 Adaptable universal block 

�� Aluminium roller with two internal sealed bearings.  
�� Tested to a SWL of 2 tonnes.  
�� Easily replaces the Lindsay and/or Shermann and Riley blocks if need be and has the same size connecting 

tongue.
�� Has base tongues for angles from 22º through to 180º and a choice of mounting brackets as shown below. 

ASRU145-60
Mounted hanging from cross arm 

ASRU145-60
Mounted at 45deg on cross arm 

ASRU145-60
Mounted vertically onto a pole using 
the ratchet strap mounting bracket. 
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CROSS ARM ROLLER GUIDES

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

FCARR-100

In-line cable guide with a rubberized base that may be used on any type 
of cross arm. It has 2 vertical and 2 horizontal rollers rated at 150Kg.

Top view of the FCARR-100

Aluminium roller guides for all types of cross arm. It comes with a single 
aluminium roller for bundled cables up to 100mm Ø and 140mm Ø.  The 
underside of the base is rubberized for use on fibreglass cross arms. 

CARR-080               Suits ABC up to 100mm Ø 
CARR-100               Suits ABC up to 140mm Ø 

CARR-100

FCARR4-100

Has 4 vertical and 2 horizontal rollers for minor deviations and has a 
greater lateral rating. Also comes with a rubberized base
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ABC blocks have a gravity lock on the hook which allows for one arm to be swung out of the way.  
The cable can be lifted out of the roller with both hands without dropping the block off its support. 

AERIAL ROLLER BLOCKS

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

ABC175-60
Aerial Plastic Cable Guide 
170mm flange diameter 

50mm barrel 

ACB145-60
Aerial Cable Guide 

145mm flange diameter 
Certified for SWL 2 Tonne 

ABC66-28
Aerial Plastic Cable Guide 
66mm flange diameter 

28mm barrel 

SCR-02
Stringing Contact Roller 

Rail Double Wheel 

TER-100
Tram Wire Stringer 

SCR-01
Stringing Contact Roller 

Rail Single Wheel 
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WCASR-100  In-line sagging cable roller guide for 100mm cross arm 

WCASR-150  In-line sagging cable roller guide for 150mm cross arm 

The wooden cross arm sagging roller is placed at the start of a pull. The 
cable drum is placed away from the first pole and the cable pulled up onto 
the increased radius of the horizontal rollers 

CROSS ARM ROLLER GUIDES

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

WCAR4-100 In-line cable guide 4V & 2H rollers for 100mm wooden cross arms

WCAR4-150 In-line cable guide 4V & 2H rollers for 150mm wooden cross arms

This unit is for cable pulling over wooden cross arms with minor directional 
deviations.  

 * Also available for metal cross arms with webbing and a ratchet. 
 * And top rollers if required 

MCAR-100EX External corner roller guide for 75mm metal cross arms  

This is an external corner roller guide for attaching to 75mm metal cross arms 
as shown. Also comes with top rollers instead of poly gates if the line has 
height deviations. 

WCCR-100 External corner roller guide for 100mm wooden cross arms 

WCCR-150 External corner roller guide for 150mm wooden cross arms 

These roller units are for use on external corners on wooden cross arms. 

*Also come with top rollers. 

* Also available with 3 horizontal rollers. 
 * And top rollers if required 
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AERIAL EQUIPMENT

View of chain catch 

MPPP-700 Multi purpose pole plat-

MPPP-700 Multi purpose pole platform for linesmen 

Pole platform designed for use on wooden, steel and concrete 
poles.
The tread is fluted rubber with a polyethylene kick board. The 
weight of the board is 11Kg. The locking mechanism, attached 
to the pole first, is a separate unit weighing 4 kg and  supplied 
with a 1.7mtr chain. 

The unit has been tested for a SWL of 150kg at 5:1 ratio. 

It has been approved for use with Country Energy. 

TRCG-140  Triple roller cable guide. adjustable radius  
   R2500mm to R860mm

A robust triple roller sheath has an adjustable centre roller 
allowing the radius to be changed from 860mm to 2500mm.  
It has a safe working load of 2  tonnes.  Ideal for overhead 
pulling with minor deviations.

TRCG-140 Triple roller sheath 

POLE ATTACHMENTS

CASB-800 Cross arm support bracket 

CASB-800 Cross arm support bracket with S.W.L of 300kg 

A robust support arm which is light weight and easily mounted 
to any pole. 
This unit has been approved by Powercor for the replacement of 
wooden and metal cross arms.
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ICB-050  Insulator top cable bracket guide with50mm dia. rollers 

The ICB-050 has gone thoroughly tested with Integral and Country 
Energy before being approved for use on their networks.  

The product has rubberized mounts to avoid damaging the ceramic 
and has been tested to hold a load of 250Kg.  

The beauty of this piece of equipment is that once attached to the 
insulator you don’t need to remove it to position the cable in the top 
groove. Simply loosen off the clamp and spin the ICB in a clockwise 
direction and the cable will fall into the groove.

CABLE GUIDES ATTACHED TO INSULATORS

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

ICB-050
showing the cable being 

pulled through the guides. 

ICB-050
Still on the insulator but 

turned to allow the cable to 
drop into its tie off position.
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UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT

       
Illustrated here is a standard TRGM-100/3 modified for:- 

On the left it has been provided with two hangers to attach 
the roller guide to a cable tray  

On the right it has been modified to hang upside down on 
the manhole opening. 

This ability to manufacture any type of adaption is 
what sets our company apart from our competitors!

PMCG-100 Pivoting manhole cable guide 100mm slipper

Manhole cable guide which uses a slipper instead of rollers and is 
less expensive than the roller types below. 

These Manhole roller guides can sit either on top of the manhole edge or even be set up in the manhole fro 
corner pulls. The rollers will withstand 1.3Tonnes and come with sealed bearings. 

     TRGM-100    TRGM-100/2    TRGM-100/3

PMRG-080 Pivoting manhole guide with 3x100mm aluminium rollers 
PMRG-140 Pivoting manhole guide with 3x140mm aluminium rollers 

Pivoting triple roller cable guide for cables up to 100mm Ø. The piv-
oting allows the rollers to centre themselves with angle of the cable. 
There is a PMRG-100 that will take cables up to 140mm Ø 

Cable Slippers are the lead in cable guides of choice. They are robust 
and economical. 

CS-028 Conduit Slipper Guide small conduits and sub duct.
CS-035 Conduit Slipper Guide 35mm sub duct and conduit.
CS-050 Conduit Slipper Guide 50mm conduits
CS-080 Conduit Slipper Guide 80mm conduits
CS-100 Conduit Slipper Guide 100mm conduits
CS-125 Conduit Slipper Guide 125mm conduit
CS-150 Conduit Slipper Guide 150mm conduit.

CONDUIT & MANHOLE CABLE GUIDES
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IFS-080 In-line feeding slipper for 80mm conduit 
IFS-100  In-line feeding slipper for 80mm conduit 
IFS-125  In-line feeding slipper for 80mm conduit 
IFS-150  In-line feeding slipper for 80mm conduit 

In - line feeding slippers for lead-ins at intermediate man-
holes.

FS100-4A90  Suits 100mm conduit 
FS125-4A90  Suits 125mm conduit 
FS150-4A90   Suits 150mm conduit 

Lockable angled guiding rollers for manholes are set at 90º 
with a radius of 450mm. Suitable for directional changes 
within a manhole. The support frame rests against the wall 
offering added strength if the pull requires it. 

**Other conduit sizes and radiuses are available.** 

UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT

FS SERIES ROLLER GUIDES

FS100-4R  Quad roller guide for 100mm conduit 
FS125-4R  Quad roller guide for 125mm conduit 
FS150-4R  Quad roller guide for 150mm conduit 

The quad roller is a multi directional roller guide with one 
roller hinged for removal from the cable and the conduit. The 
sheave has the added benefit of being able to lock the guide 
into the conduit. 

FS-050  Single roller guide to fit 50mm conduit 
FS-080  Single roller guide to fit 80mm conduit 
FS-100  Single roller guide to fit 100mm conduit 
FS-125  Single roller guide to fit 125mm conduit 
FS-150  Single roller guide to fit 150mm conduit 
FS-200  Single roller guide to fit 200mm conduit 

The single roller guide has a lockable sheath and an alumin-
ium roller with two sealed bearings. They range in size to fit 
50mm to 200mm conduit. 
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NTRA-120 Flat trench roller guide with 140mm aluminium roller 

A durable trench roller guide that can also be turned on its side for cor-
ner pulls. It has a 125kg SWL aluminium roller which comes standard 
with sealed bearing. The roller is placed behind the direction of pull and 
is offset from centre to reduce the possibility of the roller tipping for-
ward during pulling operations. 

NTR-120   Flat trench roller guide with 140mm plastic roller 

Similar to the one above and has a plastic roller. Its rating is also 125kg 
but that’s a WLL. The roller will take cables up to a diameter of 150mm. 
The roller is placed behind the direction of pull and is offset from centre 
to reduce the possibility of the roller tipping forward during pulling op-
erations 

RTRA-140 Raised trench roller guide with 140mm aluminium roller 

This trench roller guide will accommodate cables up to a diameter of 
150mm and the roller is rated at 125Kg SWL.  Like its predecessors the 
roller is placed behind the direction of pull and is offset from centre to 
reduce the possibility of the roller tipping forward during pulling opera-
tions. The frame may be altered for use on its side when pulling the cable 
around corners 

RTR-140 Raised trench roller guide with 140mm plastic roller

This trench roller guide is the same as the RTRA above but with a plas-
tic roller. The unique feature of the RTR is if you are laying two cables 
one on top of the other this style will allow you to run the bottom cable 
first and by removing the roller guide and placing it over the top of the 
existing cable you are able to pull the other cable into position. 

TRC60-230 1 Tonne Trench Corner Roller Guide

This is the ultimate for pulling cables around corners in trenches, 
manholes and on cable trays. The securing rings are sized to 
take a standard star picket which when topping the trench can 
be tied off to another picket at ground level for added strength. 
(Similar to straining a corner post on a fence.) The twin vertical 
rollers allow you to pull your cable from either direction without 
the pulling rope wearing on the guide frame. 5 to 7 frames are 
generally needed for a 1200mm radius.  

UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT

TRENCH ROLLERS
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CONDUIT CLEANERS

Rubber Slug is used to spread lubricant down a conduit. 
They come in sizes from 50mm to 150mm diameter. They 
can also be used a cleaner as well if the distance to be 
cleaned is short.

RS-050 Rubber Slug spreader for 50mm conduits
RS-080 Rubber Slug spreader for 80mm conduits
RS-100 Rubber Slug spreader for 100mm conduits
RS-125 Rubber Slug spreader for 125mm conduits
RS-150 Rubber Slug spreader for 150mm conduits

Proving Mandrels are used to test the circular integrity of a 
duct after back filling. A draw rope is first either blown into the 
conduit with air or pulled in using a fibre rod. Once attached 
the mandrel is pulled back through the conduit to ensure it has 
not been squashed. It is important to attach another draw line 
to the other end so if it gets stuck it can be pulled back out 
again, They range is sizes from 40mmOD to 140mm OD. 

DPM-040    Duct Proving Mandrel for 50mm conduits
DPM-050    Duct Proving Mandrel for 63mm conduits
DPM-075    Duct Proving Mandrel for 80mm conduits
DPM-095    Duct Proving Mandrel for 100mm conduits
DPM-120    Duct Proving Mandrel for 125mm conduits
DPM-140    Duct Proving Mandrel for 150mm conduits

UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT

Conduit Rubber Cleaner like the mandrels the conduit 
must have a draw line installed first for the cleaner to be 
pulled through, removing soil and gravel before it, as it is 
pulled through  the length of the conduit run. There are 5 
sizes of conduit rubber cleaners from 50mm to 180mm OD. 

CRC-050 Conduit rubber cleaner for 50mm conduits
CRC-080 Conduit rubber cleaner for 80mm conduits
CRC-100 Conduit rubber cleaner for 100mm conduits
CRC-125 Conduit rubber cleaner for 125mm conduits
CRC-150 Conduit rubber cleaner for 150mm conduits
CRC-180 Conduit rubber cleaner for 180mm conduits

Conduit Wire Brushes are used to clean the inside of the 
duct from oxidized materials caused by lime or cement based 
material seeping through the joints. They will also remove a 
small amount of soil. They are manufactures from 225g wire 
and come in sizes from 50mm OD to 180MM OD 

WBC-050    Wire brush cleaner for 50mm conduits
WBC-080    Wire brush cleaner for 80mm conduits
WBC-100    Wire brush cleaner for 100mm conduits
WBC-125    Wire brush cleaner for 125mm conduits
WBC-150    Wire brush cleaner for 150mm conduits
WBC-180    Wire brush cleaner for 180mm conduits
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SLS1-2T - 2 tonne 2.5M axle scissor drum lifting set

SLS3-4T - 4 tonne 2.8M axle scissor drum lifting set 

These sets have been certified to work safely up to 2t & 4t  
(Cert MT 07/248). 
Manufactured to withstand rugged use.  
SLS1-2 has a 1.8m x 60mm usable shaft for drums up to 
1.6m dia. 
SLS3-4 has a 2.2m x 90mm usable shaft for drums up to 
2.4m dia. 
Suitable for use on uneven ground 

DRUM ROLLERS

DJS-58T  Drum Jack Stand 13 tonne W.L.L.   
    max std drum 3M Dia. X 2M wide 

These stands have been tested to work safely up to 8 tonne SWL. 
Each set is provided with:-  
�� 2 cones & 4 collars for securing the drum. 
�� 2.8mt x 90mm standard axle (Heavier and longer axle is 

available for a 10 tonne lifting capacity)
�� Drum carrying capacity of 3m Dia. 
�� 2 x 250mm extension blocks - increases height by 250mm. 
�� 2mt transverse mount (up to 2.4m available) 
�� two frontal roller slides for smaller drums  
�� User friendly instructions 
�� Manually operated disc brake (shown in picture adjacent) 

can be purchased as an optional accessory (DB-900).
�� 2.4mt x 63mm axle with cones & collars available for lower 

bar position. 

DRR-1000 Drum Ramps (with safety bar) 

Used in an industrial situation for rolling drums up to 
1.5mt dia. Weighing up to 1 tonne. 
The only ramps on the market with a safety bar to ensure 
the drum can’t roll backwards. 

CDT-500 Cable Drum Trolley

For drums up to 500kg, 900mm wide & 1.2m diameter.  
Has a brake wheel to prevent movement as the cable is 
being unrolled. Collapsible for easy storage 

CRS-290 Cable reel stand

�� Electrical contractors cable stand. 
�� Strong & sturdy construction 
�� Holds 2 to 3 100m drums of cable 
�� Also holds 2 x 500m drums of TPS cable 
�� Stands 350mm off the ground 

DRUM HANDLING EQUIPMENT
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RODDING EQUIPMENT

PHR-22C  Rhino polycarbonate hand rod Crank Handle

The PHR-22C is the crank handle to ensure the rods stay 
together whilst thrusting and pulling the rods up the  
conduit.

PRHL-22F  Grappling hook & loop set for 22mm Hand 
   Rods with male ends

These grappling hooks fit the larger sizes of fibre rod and 
the PC hand rods. They are used when your conduit run 
is too long to rod from one end. Push from both ends 
and grab in the middle. 

The PHR223M 22mm Poly carbon rods are the ultimate in 
push rods. Lighter than the standard PVC rods and much 
stronger for thrusting when cleaning mud and blockages 
yet they are more flexible to push around the tightest 
bends without kinking.  The rods come with a male and 
female end fitting and have a 5 year guarantee.

“You break them we replace them”

PHR-223M  Rhino Polycarbonate Hand Rod  3 meters  
   long with 22mm M&F Fittings

PRE-22F Female end fitting for 22mm Hand Rod with an eye

PRE-22M Male end fitting for 22mm Hand Rod with an Eye

PRE-22F and the PRE-22M are removable eyes for the 
ends of the Poly hand rods 

PHR-22M  Rhino polycarbonate hand rod replacement  
   male fitting
PHR-22F  Rhino polycarbonate hand rod replacement  
   female fitting 

The PHR-22M and the PHR-22F are replacement fittings 
for the Polycarbonate rods. 

HAND RODS & ACCESSORIES
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Handy Coils

Continuous fiberglass Rod Coils 
5mm & 7mm Handy Coils for light electrical works. 
These come in lengths as required by the customer but please note 
5mm does not come with a trace wire.

FRD5-30  Rhinorod reel dispenser with 30M X 5MM Rod
FRD5-60  Rhinorod reel dispenser with 60M X 5MM Rod
FRD7-60  Rhinorod reel dispenser with 60M X 7MM Rod
FRD7-80  Rhinorod reel dispenser with 80M X 7MM Rod

RODDING EQUIPMENT

HANDY COILS, RHINORODS  & ACCESSORIES

Rhinorod  
Continuous Fiberglass Rod Coils 
Fiberglass rod in continuous coils for long distance rodding of conduits. 
The rod is available in 2 sizes 9 & 11mm and comes with a 1mm trace 
wire in the centre and a 1.5mm layer of outer polyethylene sheathing for 
durability.
The complete set comes with a joining kit of 2 joiners, 1 replacement 
eye, threaded end & glue plus fittings. 

Product
Code Rod Size 125 150 200 250 300

FRD9- 9mm x x x

FRD11- 11mm x x x x x

Ordering details: Add rod length to Product code  
e.g. FRD9-150 

ACCESSORIES
Are all available for 9mm, 11mm & 22mm rods

JK-11 11mm Joiner Kit 
SE9-11 Swivel eye 

RG9-11 Roller Guide 

PRE-22F 

PRE-22M 

RHL9-11
Grappling Hook & Loop Set 
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BLOWING EQUIPMENT
LINE BLOWERS & ACCESSORIES

EBK2-130K Electric Blower Kit 240Vac 3.5cfm 

This high volume, low pressure blowing system is used to  
blow a balloon type bag attached to a draw line or string  
down a conduit. The draw line is then used to pull a heavier 
hauling rope back to your start position. This system can easily 
rope a 100mm conduit 300 to 500 metres. 

Supplied with Blower, 3 seal offs, 5m of hose with fittings, 
handgun and 2 rope grommets for 3 & 6mm rope.   

NOTE:Be aware that water in the conduit may affect the length 
you can blow.

EBK2-1300 Electric Blower 240Vac 3.5cfm 

2 Stage Electric Blower. 
@ x 1300w electric motors delivering approx 3.5 cubic meters 
of air per minute. 

ECS-12   Conduit seal off for 12 to 40mm conduit 
ECS-50  Conduit seal off for 50 to 100mm conduit 
ECS-110  Conduit seal off for 110 to 160mm conduit 

Conduit Seal Offs from 12mm to 150mm. Kits come with all 
three. Replacement part numbers are 

BLC-080  Balloon to fit an 80mm conduit. 
BLC-100  Balloon to fit a 100mm conduit. 
BLC-125  Balloon to fit a 125mm conduit. 
BLC-150  Balloon to fit a 150mm conduit. 
BLC-170  Balloon to fit a 170mm conduit. 
BLC-200  Balloon to fit an 200mm conduit 

Polyester balloon bags come in the six sizes listed above.  
Simply tie a draw line to the metal clasp and push into the 
conduit mouth. If the balloon comes to a stop during blowing 
hold steady and continue blowing until the back pressure be-
hind the balloon builds up and forces the balloon forward 
again. This may have to be repeated depending on the length 
you are trying to rope. 
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CRC-450   suits   1000 meters of  12mm   (½”) rope 
CRC-600   suits   1000 meters of  19mm   (3/4”) rope 
CRC-750   suits   1000 meters of  24mm  (1”) rope 

The illustrated dispensing reel can be used for storing your 
blowing or pulling ropes and with a larger barrel diameter,  
low or high pressure hoses 

BLOWING EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE ROPING EQUIPMENT

The high pressure roping system is the system of choice when long distances of conduit or sub duct require a 
draw line to be installed.  A standard compressor of around 175cfm or less is suitable for this job. The rubber seal 
offs are compressed inside the ends of the conduits to avoid blow back and if further grip to the conduit is re-
quired additional  rubber seal offs can be added to increase the hold on the ID of the conduit due to back pres-
sure created with distance and water head pressure.                                                              
The 3 end grommets suit draw lines up to 10mm diameter.   Our two vane projectiles will blow 1000 meters and 
more depending on the lay of the conduit and how much water has collected in the low spots. In most cases the 
projectiles will push the water forward to the next manhole. The connecting claw to the compressor hoses has the 
required safety feature for the locking clips. There are a series of seal offs ranging from 50mm to 150mm whilst 
larger can be manufactured upon request. 

CSO-025  25 to 38mm  sub duct high pressure connector 
CSO-050  Seal off for use on 50mm conduit 
CSO-080  Seal off for use with 80mm conduit 
CSO-100  Seal off for use on 100mm conduit 
CSO-125  Seal off for use on 125mm conduit 
CSO-150  Seal off for use on 150mm conduit. 

* Other sizes available on request.

CRK-400  Conduit Roping Kit c/w 50,80,100 and 125mm seal offs 

CRK-300  High pressure roping gun 
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REUSABLE PULLING EYES

RPE-1015 suits single conductor core up to 14mm Ø
RPE-1520 suits single conductor core up to 19mm Ø
RPE-2025 suits single conductor core up to 24mm Ø
RPE-2530 suits single conductor core up to 29mm Ø
RPE-3035 suits single conductor core up to 34mm Ø
RPE-3540 suits single conductor core up to 39mm Ø
RPE-4045 suits single conductor core up to 44mm Ø
RPE-4550 suits single conductor core up to 49mm Ø
RPE-5055 suits single conductor core up to 54mm Ø

This variety of pulling eye is manually installed on the cable by removing the outer 
sheath and securing the eye to the conductors. These are substantially stronger 
than the crimp on varieties and are especially suited to large heavy cables. 

These eyes can also be used with data cable. Please ask your supplier for different 
wedges. Other sizes can also be manufactured so please ask if they are required. 

CABLE PULLING EQUIPMENT

PULLING EYES AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

GVK offers a full range of pulling eyes to suit any type of cable.  
The eyes shown are for poly sheathed telephone cable or three phase power cable. 
Others types are for paper sheathed / poly cable, fibre optic cable, submarine cable, 
unsheathed conductors for HV and for pulling conduit. 
Please call GVK to get the right pulling eye for your application!!!! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SELECTION OF THE CORRECT PULLING EYE 

& PRODUCT NUMBERS SEE PAGES 24 THRU 28 OF THIS CATALOGUE 

CRIMPING HEAD AND DIE BLOCK WITH CRIMPING CABLE

Crimping methodology uses the wire rope to swage the sleeve onto the cable by 
grasping the conductors against an inner serrated spike. In this instance the pull-
ing force is transferred onto the conductors rather than the outer sheath. The Ø of 
the eye is usually smaller than the Ø of the cable. 
The die sizes range (to suit) from 25mm sleeves through to 150mm sleeves. 
An electric or manually operated hydraulic pump provides the required force to 
operate the crimping head.

CRIMPER DIES
CD-25 through to CD-125
Die sizes increase in 10mm 
increments to suit from 
25mm OD hauling eyes to 
125mm hauling eyes.

CRIMPER ROPE
CR-5540 5mm X 540 suits 26-29mm hauling eye
CR-6580 6mm X 580 suits 32-38mm hauling eye
CR-8580 8mm X 580 suits 42-51mm hauling eye
CR-8740 8mm X 740 suits 54-57mm hauling eye
CR-10740 10mm X 740 suits 60-80mm hauling eye
CR-10780 10mm X 780 suits 83-89mm hauling eye
CR-10840 10mm X 840 suits 92-101mm hauling eye
CR-10900 10mm X 900 suits 104-107mm hauling eye
CR-10106 10mm X 1060 suits 110-120mm hauling 

CRIMPING ACCESSORIES 
CDB-140 Cylinder block for retaining Rope 
CRR-740 Crimper rope retaining ring 
CDC-150 Hydraulic Cylinder R106 
CFH-30M 3 metre flexible hose 

MFC-30 M & F snap lock couplings 
CHP-32 Hydraulic hand operated pimp P32 
CPG-033 Pressure gauge with adaptor 
CTB-345 Steel tool box 
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WIRE CABLE GRIPS

         

 PART NO. SUIT CABLE  GRIP LENGTH 

  OD mm IN mm   

 Closed Tubular - Single Eye - Flexible - Centre Pull
 CP-10-14 10 - 14mm 350 
 CP-14-19 14 - 19mm 400 
 CP-19-28 19 - 28mm 500 
 CP-28-40 28 - 40mm 600 
 CP-40-55 40 - 55mm 800 
 CP-55-75 55 - 75mm 900 
 CP-75-95 75 - 95mm 1000 
 CP-95-120 95 - 120mm 1200 
         

 Open Tubular - Offset Pull
 OP-10-14 10 - 14mm 350 
 OP-14-19 14 - 19mm 400 
 OP-19-28 19 - 28mm 500 
 OP-28-40 28 - 40mm 600 
 OP-40-55 40 - 55mm 800 
 OP-55-75 55 - 75mm 900 
 OP-75-95 75 - 95mm 1000 
 OP-95-120 95 - 120mm 1200 
 OP-120-150 120 - 150mm 1400 
         

 Lace Up - Offset Eye
 LP-14-19 14 - 19mm 500 
 LP-19-28 19 - 28mm 600 
 LP-28-40 28 - 40mm 800 
 LP-40-55 40 - 55mm 900 
 LP-55-75 55 - 75mm 1000 
 LP-75-95 75 - 95mm 1200 
 LP-95-120 95 - 120mm 1400 
         

SWIVELS
 Manufactured with ball bearings and precision machined from high strength steel. 

 PART NO. DESCRIPTION DIAMETER 

 SSW19CC Swivel 19mm 
 SSW25CC Swivel 25mm 
 SWVL7T Swivel 28mm 
 SWVL10T Swivel 40mm 
                  

CABLE PULLING EQUIPMENT
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INDEX
 ABC175-60 4  CR-10740 17  FRD11-200 14  PHR-22M 13 
 ABC145-60 4  CR-10780 17  FRD11-250 14  PMCG-100 8 
 ABC66-28 4  CR-10840 17  FRD11-300 14  PMRG-080 8 
 AFG45-1 1  CR-10900 17  FRD5-30 14  PMRG-140 8 
 AFG45-2 1  CR-6580 17  FRD5-60 14  PRE-22F 13&14 
 AFG90-1 1  CR-8580 17  FRD7-60 14  PRE-22M 13&14 
 AFG90-2 1  CR-8740 17  FRD7-80 14  PRHL-22F 13 
 APBR-30 1  CRC-050 11  FRD9-150 14  RG9-11 14 
 ASRU145-60 2  CRC-080 11  FRD9-200 14  RHL9-11 14 
 ASRU-150 2  CRC-100 11  FRR9-125 14  RPE-1015 17 
 ASRUR-150 2  CRC-125 11  FS-050 9  RPE-1520 17 
 AVH-50 1  CRC-150 11  FS-080 9  RPE-2025 17 
 BLC-080 15  CRC-180 11  FS-100 9  RPE-2530 17 
 BLC-100 15  CRC-450 16  FS100-4A90 9  RPE-3035 17 
 BLC-125 15  CRC-600 16  FS100-4R 9  RPE-3540 17 
 BLC-150 15  CRC-750 16  FS-125 9  RPE-4045 17 
 BLC-170 15  CRK-300 16  FS125-4A90 9  RPE-4550 17 
 BLC-200 15  CRK-400 16  FS125-4R 9  RPE-5055 17 
 C2 1  CRR-740 17  FS-150 9  RS-050 11 
 CARR-080 3  CRS-290 12  FS150-4A90 9  RS-080 11 
 CARR-100 3  CS-100 8  FS150-4R 9  RS-100 11 
 CASB-800 6  CS-125 8  FS-200 9  RS-125 11 
 CD-105 17  CS-150 8  ICB-050 7  RS-150 11 
 CD-115 17  CS-028 8  IFS-080 9  RTR-140 10 
 CD-125 17  CS-035 8  IFS-100 9  RTRA-140 10 
 CD-25 17  CS-050 8  IFS-125 9  SCR-01 4 
 CD-35 17  CS-080 8  IFS-150 9  SCR-02 4 
 CD-45 17  CSO-025 16  J2 1  SE9-11 14 
 CD-55 17  CSO-050 16  JK-11 14  SLS1-2T 12 
 CD-5540 17  CSO-080 16  LP-14-19 18  SLS3-4T 12 
 CD-65 17  CSO-100 16  LP-19-28 18  SSW19CC 18 
 CD-75 17  CSO-125 16  LP-28-40 18  SSW25CC 18 
 CD-85 17  CSO-150 16  LP-40-55 18  SWVL10T 18 
 CD-95 17  CSR-010 1  LP-55-75 18  SWVL7T 18 
 CDB-140 17  CSR-020 1  LP-75-95 18  TER-100 4 
 CDC-150 17  CSR-040 1  LP-95-120 18  TRC60-230 10 
 CDT-500 12  CTB-345 17  MCAR-100EX 5  TRCG-140 6 
 CEC6-XXX 25  DJS-58T 12  MFC-30 17  TRGM-100 8 
 CES7-XXX 25  DPM-040 11  MPPP-700 6  TRGM-100/2 8 
 CFH-30M 17  DPM-050 11  NTR-120 10  TRGM-100/3 8 
 CGP5-XXX 25  DPM-075 11  NTRA-120 10  WBC-050 11 
 CHE5-XXX 25  DPM-095 11  OP-10-14 18  WBC-080 11 
 CHP-32 17  DPM-120 11  OP-120-150 18  WBC-100 11 
 CHV5-XXX 25  DPM-140 11  OP-14-19 18  WBC-125 11 
 CP-10-14 18  DRR-1000 12  OP-19-28 18  WBC-150 11 
 CP-14-19 18  EBK2-1300 15  OP-28-40 18  WBC-180 11 
 CP-19-28 18  EBK2-130K 15  OP-40-55 18  WCAR4-100 5 
 CP-28-40 18  ECS-110 15  OP-55-75 18  WCAR4-150 5 
 CP-40-55 18  ECS-12 15  OP-75-95 18  WCASR-100 5 
 CP-55-75 18  ECS-50 15  OP-95-120 18  WCASR-150 5 
 CP-75-95 18  FCARR-100 3  PHR-223M 13  WCCR-100 5 
 CP-95-120 18  FCARR4-100 3  PHR-22C 13  WCCR-150 5 
 CPG-033 17  FRD11-125 14  PHR-22F 13     
 CR-10106 17  FRD11-150 14       



NOTES:



G.V.KINSMAN P/L 
660 Somerville rd 

West Sunshine, Vic 3020 
Ph: (03) 9312 6633 
Fax: (03) 9312 6433 
sales@gvk.com.au 
www.gvk.com.au

Please contact your local representative
for

Technical Help, Quotes, Pricing and all other enquires 

Your local Representative is 


